Abstract. A mean-eld model for dynamics of superconducting vortices is studied. The model, consisting of an elliptic equation coupled with a hyperbolic equation with discontinuous initial data, is formulated as a system of non-local integro-di erential equations. We show that there exists a unique classical solution in C 1+ ? 0 for all t > 0; where 0 is the initial vortex region that is assumed to be in C 1+ : Consequently, for any time t; the vortex region t is of C 1+ ; and the vorticity is in C ? t :
1. Introduction. One of the phenomena that characterize a superconducting material is the Meissner e ect. This refers to the exclusion from the material of timeindependent as well as time-varying magnetic elds.
This state of exclusion, the Meissner phase, is independent of past history. Materials are superconducting, and thus exhibit a Meissner state, only below a certain critical temperature T c : On the other hand, at any 0 < T < T c ; the Meissner state is destroyed and the magnetic eld penetrates the whole material (normal phase) when the magnetic eld exceeds some critical value, H c (T) : A relation between magnetic eld H and current J in the material was proposed to explain the Meissner e ect: It follows from this equation, and this has been corroborated by experiments, that gives the depth of penetration of the magnetic eld.
The London equations follow from the Ginzburg-Landau equations, which couple the electrodynamics to the dynamics of an order parameter, in the limit as = = gets arbitrarily large, where ; the so-called coherence length, represents the length scale on which the order parameter (density of superconductivity) varies 6]. Thus, the London equations represent a superconductor with zero sti ness in the order parameter.
For high (type-II) superconductors, the London relation (1.1) needs to be modi ed 11]. It was observed that the Meissner phase obtains for magnetic elds below a certain critical eld H c 1 ; that the normal phase obtains above a higher critical eld H c 2 
In the region t = f! ( ; t) 6 = 0g ; where vortices exist, the material is in the phase of the mixed-state. The boundary then represents the interface between the mixed-state phase and the superconducting phase. The evolution of such boundary is important since any such motion is manifested as electrical resistance 7]. An approach taken in 1] is to calculate the forces experienced by any vortex due to a magnetic eld formed by integration over uxons. Among other con gurations, the authors studied, via numerical simulations, the evolution of the vortex lattice starting from a con guration where vortices are concentrated in a bounded region. In the mean-eld setting (1.2)-(1.4), this con guration corresponds the case of an initially isolated mixed-state domain 0 evolving in the environment of a Meissner phase. In other words, the initial data should be taken as ! (x; 0) = ! 0 (x) = $ 0 (x) 0 (x) ; (1.5) where 0 is the characteristic function of 0 ; which is the initial mixed-state or vortex region, $ 0 is a continuous function in the whole space. In the present paper, we are mainly concerned with the problem (1.2)-(1.4) along with the initial condition (1.5).
Since the initial vorticity (1.5) is discontinuous only on @ 0 ; one expects that the discontinuity will evolve with the velocity u: Hence the motion equation (1.2) is understood in the distribution sense. In order to de ne solutions in appropriate spaces, it has been proposed in 4] to treat the system as the following free boundary problem: ! t = r (j!j rH) in t ; (1.6) 3 H ? H = ?! in t ; (1.7) H ? H = 0 in R 2 n t ; (1.8) H] = " @H @n # = 0 on ? t = @ t ; (1.9) V n = ?sign (w) @H @n on ? t ; (1.10) where t is the moving domain initially at 0 ; n is the outward normal, V n is the normal velocity of the moving boundary ? t ; and the bracket ] denotes the jump across ? t :
In the present paper we propose a di erent approach to deal with the problem (1.2)-(1.5). The system will be formulated as the following integro-di erential equation: where : 0 0; T) 7 ! R 2 ; K (x) is the Green's function for the elliptic equation (1.3), J is the Jacobian, and ?1 ( ; t) is the inverse mapping for any xed t: One of the advantages of the above formulation is that we can work on the xed domain.
The main intention is to investigate classical solutions for the system (1.11). We shall study uniqueness, global existence and regularity of solutions for system (1.11).
This approach is motivated by 8] in which the authors used a system analog to (1.11) to study motion of charged particles. We shall modify the method developed in 8] to establish short-time existence and uniqueness of the solution for (1.11). The treatment for long-time existence is partially motivated by 3]. One observes that system (1.2)-(1.5) has a certain similarity to vorticity evolution for 2D incompressible Euler system. Roughly speaking, in 2D Euler system, instead of (1.3), the relationship between the vorticity and the uid velocity is through the Biot-Savart law 10]. When $ 0 (x) is a constant (and consequently $ (x; t) remains constant for all t), global smooth solution for 2D Euler system was established in 3], 5]. In our system (1.2)-(1.5), the vorticity $ (x; t) has more complicated structure. The main ideas introduced in this paper is to estimate, instead of C norm as one usually did (see 3], 8] and 5]), C norm of $ ( ; t) for some 0 < < : We then use this norm to bound the velocity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminaries, notations and main results will be introduced. Uniqueness and short-time existence will be investigated in Section 3. Section 4 will be devoted to the derivation of some a priori estimates for solutions. Global existence will be proved in Section 5. Comparing (2.4) to (2.6), it follows from uniqueness theory of ODE that ! ( (x; t); t) = J ( ) ?1 (x; t) ! 0 (x) ; for x 2 0 : (2.7) 5 Since at t = 0; J ( ) = 1; the expression (2.7) suggests that ! ( (x; t) ; t) > 0 for x 2 0 ; provided J ( ) (x; t) does not vanish for t: Set t = ( 0 ; t) : Before proceeding to state our main results, we need to introduce some function spaces and notations.
Preliminaries and Main
For any subset G R 2 ; multi-index = ( 1 ; 2 ) ; m = j j; 0 < < 1; and any function f in G; denote by jfj m+ and kfk m+ respectively, the H older semi-norm and Denote by C m+ (G) the set of all functions f (x) de ned in G such that kfk m+ is nite. If f (x; t) is de ned in G t for t < T; where G t R 2 depends on t; we sometimes use the notation f 2 C m+ x (G t ) to specify that f ( ; t) 2 C m+ (G t ) for any xed t: For clarity, sometimes we shall also use the notations jf (t)j m+ ;Gt and kf (t)k m+ ;Gt to specify the dependence on the domain G t : We also introduce the following notation jf (t)j inf;@Gt = inf x2@Gt jf (x; t)j : Definition 2.1. A function (x; t); de ned for (x; t) 2 0 0; T) with values in R 2 ; is called a C 1+ 0 solution of (2.11) for t < T if, for any xed t < T; ( ; t) ; D t ( ; t) 2 C 1+ 0 ; ?1 ( ; t) 2 C 1+ t ;and (x; t) solves (2.11) pointwise in 0 0; T):
We shall verify in the next section that in the class of C 1+ ; formulation (2.11) is equivalent to (1.2){(1.5). We conclude this section with a statement of the main result of this paper. In this section, we shall show that under the assumption of (2.1), this operator has a unique xed point in C 1+ x for 0 < t < T for some T > 0: This xed point is obviously a C 1+ 0 solution for (2.11).
Notice that at r = 0; the singular part of rK (x) (see (2.8) ) is the Newtonian kernel x= jxj : We need the following modi ed version of 8, lemma 3.1] that will be frequently used throughout the section. ! 0 (x) (x; 0) dx; (3.9) H (x; t) ? H (x; t) = ?! (x; t) ; H (x; t) ?! 0 as jxj ?! 1; (3.10) for any (x; t) 2 C 1 0 (R 2 0; T)) : Proposition 3.1. Assume (2.1). Let be a C 1+ 0 solution of (2.11) for t < T: De ne ! (x; t) by (2.7) for x 2 t and by 0 otherwise, H by (2.9). Then (!; H) is a classical solution of (1.2){(1.5) in the sense that the equations (2.4), (1.3) and (1.5) hold pointwise in t ; with u = ?rH and r u (x; t) being understood as the limit from the interior for x 2 @ t , and that (1.3) holds in R 2 : The converse is also true.
Consequently, any C 1+ 0 solution is a weak solution.
Proof. We only sketch the proof. Suppose that is a C 1+ 0 solution of (2.11). where B " is the ball centered at x with radius " that will be chosen later on. By Combining (3.15)-(3.17), one sees that jk 1 + k 2 + k 3 j 0 is bounded by the left-hand side of (3.12), and that kk 1 + k 2 + k 3 k is bounded by the left-hand side of (3.13). The assertions thus follow from the fact that r 2 S is smooth in R 2 and that r 2 S decays at the rate r ?2 as r ! 1:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the initial data satisfy (2.1). Then there exists a unique C 1+ ( 0 ) solution (x; t) of (2.11) for t < T for some T > 0:
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that there exists ' 0 2 C 1+ with jr' 0 j inf;@ 0 6 = 0 such that 0 = f' 0 (x) < 0g : For any M; T > 0 to be chosen later on, we de ne a set W (M; T) of vector value functions in 0 0; T) as follows: (3.25) De ne a sequence n (x; t) by 0 = x; n+1 (x; t) = A ( n ) (x; t) :
Since n 2 W (M; T) ; this sequence f n g is precompact under the C 1+ ;
x;t -norm for any < : Hence we can select a subsequence, still denoting it as f n g ; and a function 2 C 1+ ;
x;t ( 0 0; T)) such that n ?! in C 1+ ;
x;t ? norm.
This implies that 2 W (M; T) (by checking from the de nitions) and by (3.25), j n+1 (x; t) ? A ( ) (x; t)j = jA ( n ) (x; t) ? A ( ) (x; t)j cT sup 0 t T j n (t) ? (t)j 0; 0 ln j n (t) ? (t)j 0; 0 :
Let n ! 1; we nd that is a xed point for A; i.e., A ( ) = : Next, set n (t) = sup x j n (x; t) ? (x; t)j :
It follows from (3.25) that n+1 (t) c t Z 0 n (t) (1 + jln n (t)j) dt: By 9 , x9], it follows n (t) c jT ln Tj n :
For small T; the above inequality implies uniqueness of the xed point. The proof is complete.
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